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We give some. conditions on H and % for 
conditions exten;l and unify previous results. 
the rooted product H(S) to be graceful. These 
1. Introduction 
I Let 8 be a real valued function on the \ ertices of a tree which assigns distinct 
values to adjacent vertices. Then the we&t a(~, u) under 0 of an edge with 
endpoints u and u is given by 
,c1(u, uj = IO(u)- e(v)J. (1) 
An edge is regarded as directed under 0 to whichever of the two endpoints takes 
the larger value. 
Let N,={l,2,..., n}, n 2 1, and let No be the empty set. A graceful valuation 
8 of a tree T on yt vertices, n 2 1, is a bijection between the vertices of T and N, 
such that the induced weight function 0 given by (1) is a bijection between the 
edges of T and N,,_+ A tree is graceful if it has a graceful valuation. The base of 
T under a graceful valuation 0 is the vertex b in 7’ such that e(b) = 1. Note that if 
8 is a graceful valuation of a tree on n vertices then so is 0’ given by 
e+(v) = yt + i- e(u) 
and that the bases under 8 4and 8’ are adjacent vertices. 
Much interest in graceful trees stems from the long standing and challenging 
conjecture that all trees arc graceful. The conjecture is often associated with 
Ringel [8] (see [l] for further historical details). Kotzig [7] and Rosa [9], in their 
pioneering work, use the name “p-valuation”, the name “graceful valuation” 
being a later introduction of Golomb [2]. Although the conjecture remains open, 
several families of graceful trees have bleen found. We add to these results by 
investigating the gracefulness of product tr\ees. Since our aim is to see how graceful 
trees may be combined to yield larger graceful trees, we proceed by recapitulating 
simple known results and lead up to more complicated ones, rather than stating 
the latter directly. It is hoped that this approach may suggest further extensions. 
Let H be a labelled tree on m vertices h,, 1 c i 6 m. Let % be a set of trees Ciq 
1 s i G m, disjoint from each other and from H, with Gi rooted at Xi. Then the 
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rooted prodarct H(S) of H by 4e is the tree obtained from H and % by making the 
identifitationa Xi = hi, 1s i < m, If, in addition, H is a graceful tree, we suppose 
that the vertices are labeiled so that x, given by X(hi) = E, 1 s i s m, is a graceful 
valuation of H. The amulgamated product (99) of the Gi is the tree obtained by 
identifying all the roots xi. 
When is the product tree H(g) graceful? Some partial answers to this question 
have been offered recently (see [3, $6, 111). The simplest result of this sort is one 
which seems first to have been given by Stanton and Zarnke [l l] but has been 
rediscovered several times. 
Ikorem 1, Let H be a graceful tree on m vertices. Suppose that tither 
(1 a) the G,_ 1 s i < m, are isomorphic copies of a graceful tree G where the root 
vertices are rkc images in the Gi of a given vertex of G, or 
( 1 b) the Gi, 1 c i < m, are isomorphic copies of a graceful tree G where the root 
vertices arc the images in the Gi of the base of G under a graceful valuation and G,,, 
is a tree on a single vertex. Then H(3) is graceful. 
Examination of the roles of the ingredients in Theorem 1, in particular the 
relation between the bipartite structure of the Gi and the valuations on them, 
reveals that conditions (la) and (1 b) are unnecessarily strong. This indicates that 
Theorem 1 may be extended by refining the notion of a graceful valuation and the 
two refinements, interlaced valuations and beau-puirs, introduced in the next 
section have proved fruitful in this regard (see [3, 53). 
2. InMa& valuations and beau-pairs 
The purity set P(v) of a vertex v in a tree T is the set of vertices including v 
which are an even distance in T from v. If T is a tree with base 6 under a graceful 
valuation 6 then an in-edge (resp. out-edge) is an edge of T directed under 8 to 
(resp. from) a vertex of P(6). 
A graceful valuation 8 of a tree T is interlaced if 8 inducds by restriction a 
bijection between P(6) and NP where & is the base of T under 8 and p is the 
cardinality of P(b), known in these circumstances as the size of T under 0. An 
equivalent condition is that all edges of T are out-edges under 8. A tree is 
interlaced if it has an interlaced valuation. An interlaced valuation is called an 
“ar-valu’ation” by Kotzig and Rosa (they use another, but equivalent definition; 
see also {lo]). Interlaced trees were used in [S] to extend Theorem 1. 
NOW consider disjoint trees Y&, i = l., 2, on n vertices with bases 6i under 
graceful valuations 4 and let Pi = P(bi)+ Then, following Gyarffis and Lehel [3], 
the pair (T,, T2) is a beau-pair if 
(i) {e,(u) : u E P,} = {e2(v) : v t’ I*~) 
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and (ii), for edges (Ui, Ui) in Ti with Ui in Pi and Ui not in Pi, 
edu,) - el(u,) f e,(v,) - e2(u2h 
ICondition (ii) is equivalent to the condition that edges with equal weights in Tr 
and TZ are either both in-edges or both out-edges under their respective valua- 
tions. An example of a beau-pair is shown in Fig. I(a). 
If T, and T2 are either disjoint isomorphic graceful trees or disjoint interlaced 
trees on the same number of edges with the same size, then (T,, T,) is a 
beau-pair. Thus the conditions considered in [5; 6 21 may be subsumed under a 
more general condition involving beau-pairs, as [S] indicates. A generalization of 
beau-pairs is given in 3ection 5. 
The utility of beau-pairs in labelling problems is brought out in the following 
Lemma in which T1 and T, are as above. 
Lemma A. Let (T,, T2) be a beau-pair and let c and d be non-negative integers 
with d 2 c + n. Let 8 be defined on Tl by 
I e(v) = e,(v) + C, 
v E pl, 
e(v)= e,W+d, v~P,; 
and on T2 by 
e(v)= e2(++d, vfwz. 
e(v)= e,(v)+c, v$P~. 
1 6 2 5 3 4 
0 0 
(T2;02) 
(3) A beau-pair 
(b) An example of Lemma A 
Fig. I. 
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Then tEze edges of T, and T2 carry under 8 all the weights w, d-c - iul< w c 
d - c + n, other than d - c. 
prroof, Defining condition (i) for beau-pairs ensures that 8 is well defined and 
takes the values A, c - <A KC + n and &A <d + n. The labelling 8 reverses the 
direction of the in-edges of ‘& under 0, and the out-edges of T2 under &. If one 
of these edges has weight w under e1 or &, then its weight under 9 is d - c - w. 
So, by condition (ii) of the definitiolr of beau-pairs, the-,e edges carry under 8 all 
the weights d-c - w, 1~ w < n. Similarly, the out-edges of & under (!I1 and the 
in-edges of Tz under & carry under 8 all the weights d - e + w, 1 s w < n. 
An illustration of the labelling 8 of Lemma applied to the beau-pair shown in 
Fig. 1 (a) is given in Fig. 1 (b). 
We are now in a position to state and prove some extensions of Theorem 1. 
3. Some extensions of Theorem 1 
In this section and the next, H is a tree on m vertices hi, 1 s i =z m, with graceful 
valuation x where x( h,) = i, 1~ i s m. Also Gi, 1 s i < m, is a tree on tzi vertices 
with graceful valuation A* The Gi are disjoint from one another and from H. 
Further we talce m =2k or 2k+l, so [$iJ= k. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that ni =n, l<i<m. Let l<rcn and foreach i, N&m, 
1et Gi be rooted at xi where &i(Xi) = r. If (Gi, Gm+l-i) is a beau-pair for 1 s is k, 
t;len HM) is graceful. 
Hmks. Theorem 2 unifies three overlapping but independent cases which have 
been considered previously: 
(i) the Gi are isomorphic copies of a graceful tree G as in Theorem 1 above 
(condition ( 1 a)); 
(ii) the Gi are interlaced trees on the same number of vertices and the same 
size [S; Theorem 61; and 
(iii) r = 1 13; Theorem 11. 
The proof of the last of these may be modified to give a proof of the more 
general result, although we give here a proof using Lemma A. An example of 
Theorem 2 is shown in Fig. (2) (compare [3; Fig. 31). 
Pro&. Our object is to define a gralzeful valuation <r, on Z-I(%). We begin by 
defining <f, on the vertices of E in H(s) by 
cb(hi) =r+(i-l)n, lSiSn;p, (2) 
at the weights in, 1 s i < m are tzarried by the edges of H. 
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Fig. 2. An example of Theorem 2: r = 3. 
The definition of 4 on Gi depends on P(q) which need not be the parity set 
p(gi) Of 
vertices 
the base gi of Gi under 4i, unlike the case in [3] where r = 1. Thus for 
u in Gi we define 4 by 
C$(ZJ)=&(U)+(i-l)n, UE P(Xi)y 
+(U)=4i(U)+(m-i)& U$P(Xi)* 
(3) 
The definitions (2) and (3) agree on H in H(B) and, since (Gi, G,,,, l-i) is a 
beau-pair for 1 <i<k, 4 is well defined. For lsisk+l, the values (i-l)n< 
h=Gn and (m-i)n<h+n-+l- i)iz appear on the vertices of Gi and G,,,+ ,_i. SO 
t#~ takes all the values A, 1 s A s nm. 
For if k + 1, C#I defined on (Gi, Gm+l_, ) or (G,,I_i, Gi), according as Xi is OF is 
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not in P(g), satisfies the conditions of Lemma A with c = (i - 1)n and d = 
(m - i)n. So, by the Lemma, the edges of the pair carry all the weights w, 
(m -2i)nCw<(m-2(i-1))n other than (m-2i+l)n. If m=2k+l isodd, then 
for vertices t, of Gk+r, 
So the edges of G &+ 1, in this case, carry the weights w, 1 s j-7 c n. Taking these 
weights with the weights on the edges of H in I-I($), we see that the edges of 
) carry under 4 all the weights w, 1~ w c nm. 
Hence 4 is a graceful valuation of H(g) and the Theorem is proved. 
In the same spirit, as an extension of condition (lb) in Theorem 1, we have 
Tb&tORm 3. Suppose ni = n, 1 s i C m. Suppose further that &,, is an interlaced 
valuation under which G,,, has size p. Let 1~ r c n, n, - p and let Gi be rooted at Xi 
where 4&) = r, 1 < ic m, and 4m(~m) = r+p. Zf (Gi, C,_i) is a beau-pair for 
1 [j( m - 1 )], then H( %) is graceful. 
Regllllartr& We may take G, to be a tree on a single vertex with p = 0 and 
tz, = r = 1. Doing so, we recover [3; Theorem 21 which in turn, by the remarks in 
Section 2, contains Theorem 1 (condition (lb)) above and [S; Theorem 41. The 
conditions on G,,, are introduced in order to generalize [3; Theorem 23 to allow 
rooting at vertices other than the bases of the Gi under the @i. 
Roof. Again the proof is a matter of defining a graceful valuation <b on H( %). 
Consider 4 defined on G, by 
and on Gi, fsi<m, by 
4(V)= C&(V)+p+(i- l)f;, v E P(Xi)9 
Nvh#+(v)+p+(m-i-l)n, v$ P(q), 
Then it is easy to check, after the manner of the proof of Theorem 2 above, that 4 
is a graceful valuation of I-Z($) with the identifications Xi = hi, 1 s i s m. 
A condition is given in [4] for the gracefulness of the amalgamated product (%) 
(see also [S; Th eorems 1 and 21). ‘This may be combined with the beau-pairing 
used in ‘Theorem 2. Thus let AG(v) be the set of vertices in a graph G adjacent to 
a vc, tex v and, as before, let gi be the base of Gi under +i. Then we have 
~WWUI 4. Suppose that ni = n, 1 S i s m. Suppose further that the set Si = 
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{&i(U) : u E A, (gi)} is independent of i, say Si = S, 1 s i < m, and that 
{n-s:s~S}c(O}U{t-I:?&}. 
If (G &+1-i) is c beau-pair for 1 6 i s k, then (93) is graceful. 
plr00f. The proof is again a matter of defining a graceful valuation on (%). Let 
g = gi, 1 s i s m, in (%) and consider 4 defined on (99) by 4(g) = 1 and, for u in Gi, 
( 
~~u)=~i(2))+(i-lI)(n-l), vEP(gi), 
4(u) = 4iW + (m - i)(n - I), u$ p(gi)9 
(Compare [4] and [5; Theorems 1 and 23). 
4. Some further extensions 
We note, in this section, several ways in which Theorem 2 can be extended. 
Theorem 3 can be extended in a similar way and we do not discuss this further. If, 
for 1 s is k, (Gi, Gm+,_i) is a beau-pair and vertex Xi in Gi is chosen so that 
4itxij = 4tn+l-itx m+l_i), then we may always define a labelling on the disjoint 
union 4 of the Gi in the manner of (3), whether or not ni = n for 1 s i < m. 
For positive integers ni, 1~ i < m, we write 
N(0) = 0; NW = i &+1--j, l~i~VI, (5) 
j=l 
and, for l<i<m, 
i2i = 
N(k+l+&])-N(k-@i-l)]), m=2k, 
N(k+l+[@-l)])-N&-&l), m=2k+l. 
(6) 
These expressions simplify if yti = n, + 1 _i, as is the case if ( Gi, G,,, + ,_i ) is a 
beau-pair, and, in particular there is then no difference in Jzi between the odd and 
even case. But we require the more general definition in Section 5. 
Suppose that, for 1 s i s k, (Gi, Gm+,-i) is a beau-pair and define 4 on Gi by 
(compare (3)) 
I 4(U)=4i(U)+N(i-l), uEP(xi), 4(u) = &(u)+ N(m - i), v# @i), (7) 
Then the vertices of @ use all the labels A, 1 s A < N(m), while the edges carry 
under 4 all the weights w, 1 < w < N(m), other than JZi, 1~ i < m. We may clearly 
add new edges, so that, in the resulting graph, al1 weights w, 1 s w < N(m) occur 
without repetitions or exceptions. As a special case of this, we then have 
Theorem 5. With Gi, 1~ i < m, and 4 as aboue, suppose that T is a tree on m 
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=1 
C 
m ‘m-1 ‘3 
Pig. 3. The chain C,,,. 
vertices Zi, 1 - Z = * G m, with vertex labelZing q% such that 
(ib the edges of T carry under 1+5 the weights Oi, 1~ i < m; and 
(ii9 for each j, I- J - =E ‘< m, there is a vertex uj in Gj with &(uj) = #(tj)* 
T%en, with the identifications ui = ti, 1 c i < m, T( (8) is graceful. 
Now let C, be a chain on m vertices Ciy 1 s i < m, labelled as in Fig. 3 and let 
4” be the graceful valuatiorr of C,,, given by 
#*(ci)=i, i<i<?n 
With N(i) as in (59, let J/ be the vertex labelling of C, defined by 
45(v)= r+N(q%*(v)- 1). (8) 
Then C,, carries under I(/ the weights Oi, 1 s i < m, given by (6). Indeed, the edge 
of Cm with weight i under #* has weight In, under r(/. Using this observation in 
Theorem 5, we have 
cordlary 58. Let C,,, be as above. Let 1 =Z r s min(n, : 1s i 6 m) and, for each i, let 
G, be rooted at xi where 4(Xi)= r. If (Gi, G,,,+,_i) is a beau-pair for 1 c is k, then, 
with the identifications Xi = Ciy’ 1 s i s m, C, (53) is graceful. 
Proof. With cb and 11, given by (7) and (8) respectively, +(Xi) = I, 1s i 6 m. So 
Theorem 5 applies to give the result. 
An example of Corokry 5a is shown in Fig. 4. 
We now consider, in the light of Theorem 5, some variations on Theorem 2. As 
noted (in commenting or 8 and 8’ in Section 1 ), h, and h, zre adjacent in II. 
Now the edges of the beau-pair (G,, G,) together with the edge (h,, h,) carry 
under # given by (7) the weights w, Al(m - 2)<: w < N(m). Hence, if h, is an 
endpoint, we may relax the condition in Theorem 2 that n, = n, = n, to give 
Corollary 51b. Suppose that h,, is an eNdpoint and that n1 = n, = an + t, where 
0 E I < n. Let 1 s r < n and let Giy 1 s i s .m, be rooted at Xi where 
~,(x,)=~~(x,)=j~r(modn), Osk-j<n, 
and, for Is&m, 
&i(Xi) = r- t, r> t, 
&liXi)=n+r-t, rSt. 
ff C. G,,+ 1. a ) is a beau-pair for 1 :S i s k, then H(g) is graceful. 
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-o--M G6 
28 29 
Fig. 4. An example of Corollary Sa. 
Proof. Consider 4 given by (7). 
If m = 2k + 1 is odd in Theorem 2, then the only condition on Gk+ 1 is that it is a 
graceful tree on nk+l = n vertices. But it is apparent, from (4), that the restriction 
on nk+l may be relaxed if we may arrange that the edges of H(g) carry the 
weights (i - l)n + nk9 1 S i < m - 1, as is the case if (2) is replaced by 
C#)(hi)= r+(i- l)n, hi E P(h,); 
+(hi)= r+(id)n + nk+l, hi f?! P(h,). 
To ensure that 4 given by (3) is then compatible with this the root X, of Gi must 
ble taken so that 
+j(Xi)=r+nk+l-n: hi$P(Il]) 
and that if Zi is the vertex in Gi SUCK that +i(Zii) = 4nl+l _i(x,+ 1 _i), then pi is in 
P(Xi). This is not always possible. But, in Fig. 5, we give an example which 
combines this variation with that in Corohary Sb. 
KM. #oh, D.G. Rogers, T. Tan 
25 7 LO P LI 
Fig. 5. An example extending Theorem 2. 
5. Compatible cdections 
Again, let 93 be a set of disjoint trees Gi, 1 s i s VZ, where Gi is on ni vertices. 
Then the essential feature of the situation in Section 4 is that there exists a vertex 
labeiling C$ of the disjoint union 9 of 93 \.* ith the two properties 
(i) 4 takes all the values A, 1 s X < N(m), and 
(ii) the edges of 9 carry under 4 all the weights w, 1~ w < N(m) with precisely 
m - 1 exceptions. 
We call a set 73 with these properties at compdble collection and we call the 
corresponding labelling 4 a cornpar’ible uduation for %. Thus, from Section 4, a 
sufficien condition for % to be a compatible collection is that (Gj, G,+ I._i) is a 
beau-:)an- for 1 s is k and, if m = 2k + 1, G k + 1 is graceful. Also Theorem 5 holds 
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for any compatible collection when the Q are replaced by the (m - 1) exceptional 
weights given by property (ii). 
In seeking other types of compatible collections, we need some replacement for 
Lemma A which has provided the key to the results in Sections 3 and 4. Lemma 
A, although simple, is important since it shows both that a beau-pair is a 
compatible collection and that it forms with other “nested” beau-pairs further 
compatible collections. It would be useful to find other cases in which a vertex 
labelling of the kind considered in Lemma A can be defined. We now examine 
two cases of this sort: firstly, matched-pairs which are a generalization of 
beau-pairs and, secondly, an application of interlaced valuations suggested by [S; 
Theorem 81. 
Consider disjoint trees Ti, i = 1, 2, on Vi vertices with bases 6i under graceful 
valuations 6i. Let P = P(bi) and let pi be the cardinality of Pi. We say that T1 may 
be matched: with T2 if 
(8 pPP2; 
(ii) edges in TI and T2 with equal weight under their respective valuations @I 
and O2 are either both in-edges or both out-edges; and 
(iii) {e,(u) : u E P,} = {e,(u) + p2 - p1 : 2, E P2j u N(p, - p2). 
Further (T,, TZ) is a matched-pair if TI may be matched with T2 or vice versa. 
If rtl = n2 and p1 = p2, then these conditions reduce to those for a beau-pair in 
Section 2. Thus matched-pairs include beau-pairs. An example of a matched-pair 
in which n, # n2 and p1 # p2 is shown in Fig. 6. With T_ and T2 as above, the 
proof of Lemma A may be modified to show 
7 6 3 4 6 5 2 3 
(Tl;y 
(a) A matched-pair 
(T2;02) 
1 18 
c 19 i;‘);: 2 5 L)?$(~~ 
7 6 3 4 
17 16 13 14 
(b) An example of Lemma B 
Fig. 6. 
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Lenamar B. Let (T,, T2) be a matched-pair and let c and d be non-negative integers 
with dac+nz+pI -p2. Let 8 be defined on T1 by 
f$(uj-T 
I 
&(uj+c, w$, 
Wj=e,bj+d+pz -pl, N',; 
and on T2 by 
( 
e(u) = e,(n)+ d, UEP*; 
O(u)= e*w+c+p,-p2, u$P** 
Than the edges of T, and T2 carry under 8 all the weights w, d -c-nn,<w< 
d-c+n,, other than d-c. 
An example of the labelling 0 of Lemma I3 using the matched-pair shown in 
Fig.. 6(a) is given in Fig. 6(b). 
The Lem,na immediately yields the following theorem for enlarging compatible 
collections. 
Theorem 6. Let %* = (Gi : 1 c i < m} be a compatible collection. Suppose that 
(G,, G,,,) is a matched-pair. Then 59 = {Gi : 1 s is m} is a compatible collection. 
‘Pro& Let 4* be a compatible valuation for %* and let N be the number of 
vertices in @*. AS before, let gi be the base of Gi under the graceful valuation &i 
and let pi be the cardinality of P(gi). Define a vertex labzlling 4 of (4 as follows. 
For u in @*, 
4(v) = 4%) + n, + p1 -pm ; 
for o in G,, 
I 4(v) = 4Avi, v E fY&), 4(vW#h(r)+N+nl+pm -pl, v 4 P(g*); 
and for v in G,, 
{ 
4(v) = q&(v) + Iv, v~m5n); 
~(v)=4fn(Wy*-pfn, V$m(&). 
Since edges in @* have the same weighlt under & as under &*, they carry under 
4 all the weights w, 1s w C IV, with m - 3 exceptions. By Lemma B, the edges of 
(G,, G,,,) carry under 4 all the weights w, N < w <: IV+ n, + n, other than IV+ n,. 
Clearly C$ takes all values A, 1 s A 6 I?+ n, + n,,,. Hence 4 is a compatible 
for 3 and the thizorem is proved. 
6a* Suppose that (Gi, Gm+I_i) is a matched-pair for 1 s is k und, if 
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m=2k-+l, that G k+ 1 is graceful. Then % is a compatible col!ectiOn. Moreover 
Corollary 5a holds with “matched-pair” replacing “beau-pair”. 
Proof. The Corollary follows by induction from the Theorem and Lemma B. 
More explicitly, replacing (5) by t 
N(0) = 0; NW = i (%+1-j + Pj -&+1-j), l<i<m, 
j=l 
we have the compatible valuation 4 fur 54 given on Gi by 
4(V) = 4+(V) + N(i - 1L 
1 
v E p(&J9 
~(V)=~i(V)+N(m-i)+p,+l-i-pi, V#p(&)* 
The edges of 3 carry under 4 all the weights w, 1 s w < N(m), other than Q, 
14 i < m, given by (6) with the new definition of N(i) above. Thus the argument 
for Corollary 5a carries over to this case. 
Another theorem for enlarging compatible collections is suggested by [S; 
Theorer,-,i 8). 
Theorem ‘7. Let %I = {Gi : 1~ i c m} be a compatible collection. Let G, be an 
interlaced tree disjoint from the Gi, 1 - 1 =C ’ c m. Then 3’ = (Go} U % is a compatible 
collection. 
Proof. Let @ have N vertices. Let G, be a tree on no vertices having size p under 
an interlaced valuation 4,. Define 4’ on @ by 
4’W = 4(v) + p; 
and on GO by 
1 4’W = 40(l): I 4cdw p, 4’W=4oW+N 4dvPp* 
Then, since 4. is interlaced, the edges of GO carry under 4 the weights w, 
N < w < N + n,. Again, the edges of @ carry under 4’ the same weights as under 
4, namely w, 1 s w < N, with m - 2 exceptions. Finally, 4’ takes all values A, 
1s A < N + n,. So 4’ is a compatible valuation for %‘. 
CO~OIIWY ‘Pa. Suppose that Gi, 1 s i < m, is an interlaced tree. Then (3 is a 
compatible collection. 
&oof. By repeated use of the Theorem. Again, more explicitly, let Gi, 1 zz i s m, 
have base bi and size pi under an interlaced valuation 4, and let N(i) be as in (5). 
Also write 
p(0) ” 0; p(i)= i Pj, l<ism 
j=l 
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and define 4 on Gi by 
UfJ(U>=~i(U)+p(i-1). 4i(“)s pi7 
&(V)=&(U)+P(i-l)+N(m-i), P,<4i(U). 
Then 0 is a compatible valuation for % under which the edges of @ carry all the 
weights w, 1 s w < N(m), other than N(i), 1 =G i c m. 
Remarks. We may use this explicit definition to obtain further results after the 
manner of Theorem 5. Several such examples are given in [5; Section 61 and [6; 
Section 31. The staggered valuations of [6; Section 31 are also of this form but 
rearranged for the special circumstances considered there. The method of en- 
largement provided by Theorems 6 and 7 may be used in combination recursively 
to yield other compatible collections and hence further results of the sort obtained 
in earlier sections. 
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